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Morphing - a farewell to CBS Public-Private
After seven exciting and intensive years
of national and international research,

collaboration, teaching and impact, a key stage
in the CBS Public-Private journey has come to
an end. Beginning with the highly successful
Public Private Platform and continuing with
its successor, CBS Public-Private, CBS has

become an acknowledged leader in the field

of Public-Private relations along a number of
axes: Public-Private Partnerships, Big Data

and Society, Public Sector Reform, Markets
On Monday 10. December CBS Public-Private marked the ‘closing’
with a small morphing event at Kilen - home of the platform for
almost 7 years

and Valuation, and Diversity and Difference, to
name some of its areas of expertise. While we

have reached a key juncture in our institutional
development, the story is not over, for CBS’s

Public-Private initiative is taking new forms and

directions. We hope you will join us on this next part of our journey as it unfolds - so please stay in touch and a
farewell for now.

Co-directors; Annette Risberg, Carsten Greve, Christina D. Tvarnø, Mitchell Dean and Paul du Gay

Learnings from CBS Public-Private 2012-2018
Take a walk down memory lane to some of the highlights and to see how CBS Public-Private have influenced

the co-directors’ respective research and laid the ground work for the rise of new research platforms at CBS.

The 5 co-directors of CBS Public-Private, Annette Risberg, Carsten Greve, Christina D. Tvarnø, Mitchell Dean and
Paul du Gay, have undertaken the difficult task of summing up 7 years of work in CBS Public-Private in 6 videos,
including a double interview with the 2 original directors Carsten and Paul. Enjoy!
Go to cbs.dk/publicprivateplatform and find ‘Output and
Achievements’.
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Podcasts on public-private partnerships
The two professors, Christina D. Tvarnø (CBS LAW) and Carsten Greve (Department of Organization) have
participated in the inaugural podcasts in a new series established by Dansk Erhverv – Danish Chamber of

Commerce. The two episodes of the new podcast-series (called “Eksperten på ærten” in Danish) both circle
around the topic of public-private partnerships (PPPs). Christina and Carsten focus on what international

research has to say about the organizing and financing of PPPs for large infrastructure projects, and also the
conditions for policy development on PPPs in Denmark.
The podcasts can be found here (Danish language):

Christina D. Tvarnø: https://www.blubrry.com/eksperten_om_ops/36613871/professor-christina-tvarn-omops-fra-forskning-til-praksis/

Carsten Greve: https://www.blubrry.com/eksperten_om_ops/39229558/professor-carsten-greve-i-studietafsnit-2/

Charles Bosk visited the CBS Public-Private Health Cluster
In May 2018 Professor of Medical Sociology
Charles Bosk from the University of

Pennsylvania visited Department of

Organization, CBS. Charles’ ethnographic

research focuses on the culture of medicine
and in particular on how health care

professionals make sense of and regulate

risk and error. His work covers themes such
as safety and risk management, bioethics,
research ethics and the rise and fall of

health care problems in the public arena.

He is the author of several books including

Forgive and Remember: Managing Medical

Failure (University of Chicago Press, 1979)
and Ethnography (University of Chicago Press,

and What would you do? Juggling Bioethics

2008).

During his visit, Charles participated in

research seminars and talks with the ‘Office
as a Vocation’ project group and the Public-

Private Health Cluster. Moreover, Charles held

a well-attended public lecture on 17 May with
the title: “What we talk about when we talk

about risk and error: 40 years of wondering in
the health care field”. The event was chaired

by Associate Professor Kirstine Zinck Pedersen and hosted by CBS Public-Private Health Cluster and the Velux
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Foundation project ‘Office as a Vocation’.

Public-Private at Folkemødet 2018
The CBS Public-Private often participates at the

yearly Danish political festival, Folkemødet, with

the aim of network, knowledge sharing and broad
dissemination of the new knowledge produced
through CBS research.

At this year’s festival, CBS Pulic-Private participated
as one of the associates to the Public Private
Partnership stage, in Danish OPS scenen.

The debaters from CBS Public-Private were

Professor Christina D. Tvarnø, Professor Carsten
Greve, Professor Ph.d. Sara Louise Muhr and
Associate Professor Ole Bjerg.

Two highligts from the Public Private Partnership stage
CBS Public Private participated in several of the debates at the partner stage throughout the four days of the

festival. The tent was well visited and had a dedicated and lively debate, bringing together relevant actors in the

field and showcasing both potential and dilemmas to the public. Please find two of the highlights to get an idea of
the themes debated:
•

•

Is there a new opening for the PPP market in Denmark?

The panel discussed how PPP (Public Private Partnership) infrastructure projects can create value for

citizens in Denmark. Is it possible to create more value if the knowledge and experience in the field of PPP be
systematized and the number of projects increased? And at last, why it is that we do not have a national PPP
policy? From CBS Public-Private Professor Christina D. Tvarnø and Professor Carsten Greve participated.
MeToo is more than a # - it is your psychological work environment

Universal issues with MeToo should be resolved jointly. But how can the Public-Private sector across industries
focus on the problem and find solutions? This was discussed in the MeToo debate Saturday morning. The tent
was full of an interested audience, contributing through their own experiences and point of views.

Among the six debaters Professor Christina D. Tvarnø and Professor Ph.d. Sara Louise Muhr contributed.
Not just at Bornholm

The follow-up on the successful participation
to the Folkemøde was the Public Private
Conference at CBS in September, also

presenting a new report on public private
partnerships. Read more about the OPS-

conference on the next page in this newsletter.
No man is an island

Nor is the Public Private and it is obvious

that the researchers in this field are sure to be found again at the island of Bornholm to actively participate at the

coming political festivals. There are still lots of issues to be raised, a lot of knowledge to be gathered – and for one
we still need an answer to the question ‘why it is that we do not have a national PPP policy?’.
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Public-Private mini conference at CBS:
‘More welfare with Public-Private’
What were the findings at the Denmark’s Political Festival, Folkemødet, this summer – how can public private cooperation create new possibilities in the area of welfare? New report sums up.
Central parties in dialogue on welfare development
The partners from the Public-Private stage at the Denmark’s
Political Festival, Folkemødet 2018, had set the scene for a mini
conference at Copenhagen Business School on 24. September
to sum up the many discussions and to present a report on the
public private welfare theme.
Central actors in the field were on the program and an interested audience filled the auditorium at Copenhagen Business
School – the knowledge partner of the Public-Private Stage.
Representatives from worker unions’ were there; FTF, FOA and
DSR along with the employer organisations; SelvejeDanmark,
LOS and DI – and everyone contributed to an open and constructive dialogue.
Presentation of the report ‘Welfare on the move’
Steen Houmark, project leader of the summer’s Public-Private
Stage, had gathered the main findings, the many questions
raised and themes discussed in the report, ‘Welfare on the
move’, in Danish ‘Velfærd i udvikling’. Concrete suggestions for
action and thirteen goals for the society to develop is presented
in the report, and at the conference, these findings and central themes were commented on by the two CBS profressors,
Carsten Greve and Christina Tvarnø.

Jamsession and discussions on Public-Private
Should we have more public-private cooperation in welfare – and on what conditions? This was discussed by
vicechair Thomas Enghavsen from the worker’s union FOA and Jon Krog, CEO of Selveje Danmark, the organization representing private companies in the field. The two debaters warmed up to a true jamsession with Bente Sorgenfrey
from FTF, Thomas Helt, founder of Quick Care, councilor Jane
Jegind from the municipality of Odense and professor Christina
Tvarnø from CBS.
The fruitful discussions and interesting presentations of this
mini conference were wrapped up by Nick Allentoft from
DenOffentlige, media partner at the Public-Private Stage this
summer.
The report ‘Velfærd i udvikling’, in Danish only, is sold through
De fire Vinde, please contact Steen Houmark at sh@de4vinde.
net

Skilled Migrants in Organizational Contexts
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29 May 2018, CBS scholars met with colleagues from Stockholm School of Economics, Østforsk Norway, Aarhus
University, Linköping University and Gothenburg Research Institut Sweden to discuss the common research
interests of Skilled Migrants in Organizational Contexts. So far the workshop has resulted in a Symposium at
EURAM 2019 in Lisbon: “Gender, Race and Diversity in Organization. Highly-Educated Immigrants: Opportunities, Dilemmas and the Role of Private Sector Companies” The Symposium aims to, in line with the 2019
conference theme, to problematise and explore how the increased multi-directional flow of Highly-Educated
Immigrants (HEMs) poses both opportunities and dilemmas for societies – and what role private sector companies can play in terms of identifying, recruiting, developing, sustaining, and draw benefit from, such talent into
(trans)national labour markets. A panel comprised of international researchers and practitioners within global
mobility, immigration/migration, labour integration, public policy and organisation studies will discuss key-issue areas, in dialogue with the audience, seeking to establish both a future research agenda as well as informing
public policy.

International Public-Private Partnership conference in Toronto
On 20-21 September 2018 four Danish
researchers from CBS Public-Private participated in an international conference on
public-private partnerships at the University
of Toronto in Canada. It was the 7th conference of the International Public-Private
Partnership Scholar Network (IP3SN). The
network’s first conference was held at CBS
in 2012. The CBS researchers were professor Christina D. Tvarnø (CBS LAW), PhD
candidate Sandie Nøhr Nielsen (CBS LAW),
professor Carsten Greve (IOA) and post.
doc. Lene Tolstrup Christensen (IOA). The
researchers presented a co-authored conference paper on “Taking Stock of 20 Years of
Public-Private Partnerships and Infrastructure Governance in Denmark: Policies, Regulations and Practices”. A fifth co-author was Sarah Maria Denta from
CBS LAW. Carsten Greve also presented papers with Australian, Dutch, Canadian scholars. The conference was a
great achievement for PPP research and comprised of PPP scholars from Australia, Belgium, Canada, Catalonia,
Ireland, the Netherlands, UK, and USA.

Workshop on Design approaches to public management and
governance at Bloxhub in Copenhagen in association with
On 5 December 2018, researchers from CBS Public-Private participated in an exciting workshop
public management and governance”. The conference
IRSPM on “Design-led approaches to renewing
was organized by the Danish Design Center in collaboration with

a special interest group on design-thinking within IRSPM – the
International Research Society for Public Management. The president of IRSPM, professor Jenny Lewis, delivered the key-note presentation, and the director of the Danish Design Center, Christian
Bason (PhD from CBS), opened the conference with welcoming
remarks. Three CBS researchers presented papers: Carsten Greve
(on digitalization reforms), Susanne Boch Waldorff (on design,
innovation, and collaboration in hospitals and Anne Reff Pedersen (on everyday innovation). The workshop took place at BLOX,
the new building in central Copenhagen where the Danish Design
Center has its HQ.

©BLOX Photographer Rasmus Hjortshøj
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CBS and CBS Public-Private at Copenhagen Pride
Once again Copenhagen Busienss School participated in this years
Copenhagen Pride, and CBS Public-Private was represented by codirectors and members. The themes diversity and inclusion have been
a major part of the previous Public-Private Platform, which have now
resultet in the new independent Diversity and Difference Platform at
CBS. Enjoy the colorful pictures of students, staff and alumnis at CBS
Pride 2018. We are
already looking
forward to 2019.

